Sensor lifecycle management using scientific workflows
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Abstract—Sensor networks are increasingly being deployed to create field-based environmental observatories. As the size and complexity of these networks increase, many challenges arise including monitoring and controlling sensor devices, archiving large volumes of continuously generated data, and the management of heterogeneous hardware devices. This paper presents the Kepler Sensor Platform, an open-source, vendor-neutral extension to a scientific workflow system for full-lifecycle management of sensor networks. This extension addresses many of the challenges that arise from sensor site management by providing a suite of tools for monitoring and controlling deployed sensors, as well as for sensor data analysis, modeling, visualization, documentation, archival, and retrieval. An integrated scheduler interface has been developed allowing users to schedule workflows for periodic execution on remote servers. We discuss and evaluate the scalability of periodically executed sensor archiving workflows that automatically download, document, and archive data from a sensor site. We conclude by discussing and comparing the Kepler Sensor Platform to related software.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Automated sensing is increasingly used within field-based environmental sciences that traditionally used much more labor-intensive processes to collect data. In addition to the well-known, large-scale observatory programs (e.g., the National Ecological Observatory Network), individual graduate students, technicians, postdoctoral fellows, and faculty are increasingly specifying, deploying, maintaining, and managing sensor networks consisting of tens to thousands of sensors. These individual researchers face all of the management burdens that these complex, technological systems engender, but have few open software choices available to use in facing these burdens.

Some of the challenges that arise include: 1) the need to manage large volumes of data on a continuous basis; 2) quality assurance analysis for these data streams; 3) archival of both the raw data streams and quality-corrected derived data products; 4) visualization of the data; 5) monitoring of large collections of sensors spanning multiple vendors, each with their own vendor-specific control software; and, 6) control and configuration of these sensors that span vendors. For typical scientific users that have minimal background in technology and programming, these challenges impede their ability to deploy and utilize small to large-scale sensor networks, and therefore limit the effectiveness of these systems for environmental science.

Vendor-neutral tools that assist the user-scientist throughout the lifecycle of sensor data are needed for designing, configuring, deploying, managing, and consuming data from these networks, as well as for monitoring and controlling the deployed sensor networks. Such management tools need to be able to manage sensor networks in many different deployment topologies, and manage and visualize both small and large deployments across sensor manufacturers.

Scientific workflow systems [1], [2] provide tools for authoring, executing, documenting, and analyzing and modeling processes. Tools such as Kepler [3] can be used to model many data processing tasks in an intuitive way by visually depicting the graph of steps in any scientific analysis. In previous work, Barseghian et al. [4] showed that scientific workflow systems like Kepler could be used to conveniently access sensor data from common sensor network middleware platforms such as DataTurbine [5]. However, this approach only partially solves the challenges facing scientists trying to manage sensor networks; complete solutions would address management of the full lifecycle of a sensor network, spanning both the systems engineering aspects of the lifecycle (e.g., network design, deployment, configuration, inventory, monitoring, and visualization) and the scientific use aspects of the lifecycle (e.g., data stream consumption, quality assurance, analysis, modeling, documentation, archival, and visualization).

The major contributions of this work are to describe and evaluate the Kepler Sensor Platform, an extension of a scientific workflow system for full-lifecycle management of sensor networks. The work demonstrates the utility of the workflow system for graphical sensor site management, visualization, and analysis, as well as end-to-end management of sensor infrastructure, from sensors to data archives. The system provides a vendor-neutral client-side sensor management application to handle the sensor engineering lifecycle, and a suite of analysis, modeling, and visualization
tools to handle the scientific lifecycle. Together, these subsystems integrate sensor management with scientific analysis and modeling systems via the workflow paradigm in a visually intuitive and extensible manner.

In section II, we describe the systems across the lifecycle of sensor data, including the systems engineering aspects of the engineering lifecycle and the use of sensor data in the scientific lifecycle. We evaluate the scalability of the system for typical sensor loads in section III, discuss related work in section IV, and discuss conclusions and future work in section V.

II. LIFECYCLE OF SENSOR DATA

To effectively manage sensor networks, we designed the Kepler Sensor Platform to provide features targeting both the systems engineering portion of the lifecycle, focused on design, deployment, and monitoring of sensor networks, and the scientific usage portion of the lifecycle, focused on access to sensor data for analysis, modeling, and visualization. Figure 1 shows the main components of the Kepler Sensor Platform, including Field Deployed Components (directly interfacing with sensors), Server Deployed Components (to provide archival and automated processing systems), and Desktop Components (that provide Kepler as a client user interface to the other system components). Communication with the Field Deployed Components is handled through a Sensor Manager interface; this abstraction supports different types of hardware from various vendors. The Sensor Manager communicates with a SPAN (Sensor Processing and Acquisition Network) server that provides drivers and a control interface for each of the sensors in the network [6]. Each of these components is used in both the engineering lifecycle and the scientific lifecycle of sensor data. For example, the server deployment includes components to transfer data from the field Sensor Manager to a DataTurbine server, and a Workflow Scheduler to manage and execute workflows on a Kepler execution engine, which is used to execute a workflow that segments the sensor data and metadata from DataTurbine and archives these to a Metacat data repository [7].

A. Engineering Lifecycle (Sensor Site management)

To manage sensor networks, scientists need to be able to design, inspect, monitor, and control suites of sensors deployed in the field. The Kepler Sensor Platform supports these functions through a client-side graphical interface to visualize a sensor deployment site as a workflow using the Kepler GUI (Figure 2). Hardware components such as sensors, and dataloggers can be dragged-and-dropped onto the canvas and connected to one another to represent the actual hardware configuration. Users can provide metadata such as make, model, location, and firmware for each of the hardware components. The canvas may also be annotated with lines, shapes, and text to further document the deployment site. This can be used to convey contextual information about a site, for example to depict spatial layout of sensors, experimental treatments, relevant geographic features, and obstacles like locked gates. Further, an engineering workflow can be exported to KML and viewed in Google Earth to display a satellite view of site components.

Figure 1. Architecture of the Kepler Sensor Platform. Users interact with sensors using the desktop Kepler application where they can import, layout, and visualize sensor networks, monitor the status of sensors, and get real-time data visualizations. From Kepler, they can schedule archiving and quality assurance workflows that periodically process data from the sensor network, provide metadata, and archive segmented snapshots of the data in the Metacat data archive.

Figure 2. A sensor deployment site in the Kepler Engineering View. Nine sensors connected to a datalogger depict their relationship to real-world experimental plots. Right-clicking on sensors allows their metadata to be viewed and edited. Current sensor values display below the icons, and sensors that are inoperable are shown in red.
**Importing sensor sites.** To efficiently create engineering workflows, the sensor site description may be imported from a Sensor Manager. In this case, the user need only provide the URL of a Sensor Manager. The Kepler Engineering View queries the hardware descriptions from the Sensor Manager and automatically populates the canvas with components representing the site. The user may then add annotations or edit existing metadata parameters.

**Sensor Monitoring.** In addition to describing a sensor network site, the Kepler Engineering View provides an interface to monitor deployed hardware components. When an engineering workflow is executed, the Kepler Client queries the sensors’ status from the Sensor Manager. As shown in Figure 2, the icons for each hardware component change color based on their status: green for on, red for off, blue for changing parameters, etc. Additionally, for each active sensor, live data values and their associated timestamps are displayed below the icon. Live data may also easily be plotted to show changes over time and to compare data from different sensors.

**Sensor control.** The Kepler Engineering View allows users to turn a sensor on or off, or change its sampling rate. As described previously, a user can also edit a sensor’s metadata parameters. Additionally, a sensor may be controlled using its sensor actor in a scientific workflow (Figure 3). In Kepler, actors read inputs, perform a task, and write outputs. Actors can be connected so that the output of one is read in as input to another. A sensor actor may accept two inputs: sampling rate and a boolean value indicating if it should be active. When a sensor actor executes, it reads these inputs and, if the values have changed, communicates them to the Sensor Manager, which in turn enact the changes at the site. If active, a sensor actor also outputs the last data value sampled through its output port. This is a powerful feature that allows users to design workflows to monitor sensor values and control sensor sites. A workflow can make changes to sensors based on previous data values from the same or other sensors, creating feedback loops that can be used for adaptive, event-driven sampling. Such adaptive workflows may also contain more involved analyses, e.g., comparison of live data against archived datasets.

**Sensor data archiving.** Archiving data from sensor networks can be tedious and data loss is difficult to avoid. One challenge is that data collection is continuous, which stresses existing systems that are more transaction oriented. The Kepler Sensor Platform system solves this problem by providing a server-side temporary storage buffer (DataTurbine, an open-source streaming middleware application that provides network ring-buffers for data storage [5]) to reliably accumulate sensor observations and multiplex data from all sensors at a site. The Sensor Manager stores sensor data to DataTurbine as a reliable, short-term cache of the data.

DataTurbine’s ring-buffer is necessarily finite in size, so the data must also be archived for permanent long-term storage. For long-term storage, the Kepler Sensor Platform segments each of the data streams into a consistent size, generally based on temporal or spatial windows, generates detailed metadata describing that segment of data, and archives the segment in a Metacat server [7]. Metacat provides a federated storage solution for the Knowledge Network for Biocomplexity (KNB) data federation, and can be used as Member Nodes in the DataONE network [8], thereby making it easy for users to connect the Kepler Sensor Platform to national and international data federation initiatives.

This archival process is accomplished by executing a Kepler workflow that can inspect the sensor site metadata to determine appropriate archiving intervals, connection parameters, and other necessary metadata. The archival workflow compares the currently available data against previously archived data segments, and when appropriate intervals have been reached, automatically downloads, documents, and archives a new segment of the data. A metadata document is created for each data segment. This document is an instance of Ecological Metadata Language (EML) [9], and provides information to describe the data segment, such as sensor and site name, geographic location, temporal period of data collected, measurement units, and a link to access the data. The metadata document also contains a SensorML [10] description of the sensor metadata, such as the device type and manufacturer, and other relevant sensor metadata. The data segments and associated metadata documentation are stored in data packages on the Metacat server. These packages can later be searched for and retrieved with Kepler and data tools like Morpho [11], and via the web.

**Workflow scheduling.** A workflow scheduler was created to automate the process of archiving sensor data periodically. A user can specify the start time, end time, and execution interval at which the archival workflow should be run. This schedule is passed to a remote Scheduler Server, which will trigger the Kepler Workflow Run Engine to execute the archival workflow to segment, document, and store the sensor data to Metacat. Users can search for and retrieve the archives in the Metacat server through the standard data search interface in Kepler.

Kepler also has a general workflow scheduler, which can be used to execute any workflow periodically. This allows sensor site administrators to automate the execution of, e.g., QA/QC workflows at an appropriate frequency.

**B. Scientific Lifecycle (Sensor Data Usage)**

To be useful within the scientific lifecycle of sensor data, a sensor management tool ideally provides powerful analysis, modeling, and visualization capabilities. Kepler provides hundreds of analysis and modeling functions, ranging from atomic signal and image processing functions to integration [3]. For example, to accomplish a quality assurance analysis within Kepler, one can use the sensor actor to feed a stream of data in real-time from a sensor, connect this to the R system to use R’s excellent time series analysis tools to detect anomalies, and...
then feed the results of that analysis to Matlab for visualization. One could also annotate the data as the processing occurs, and output the resultant derived data set as a new data product, and save this in a data repository such as Metacat. In addition to real-time data access, Kepler provides tools to access the archived data sets from the engineering lifecycle, and a wide variety of other data from repositories around the world. Scientists can therefore combine data from historical periods with the data from real-time streams to detect changes in data trends over time and space. This flexibility allows scientists to mix and match the best analytical tools for the job while Kepler handles all of the orchestration and connectivity among the components. The end result is a workflow that fully documents the entire process that was employed to filter, transform, and analyze sensor data. In addition to these standard capabilities, we have added some additional features to Kepler specifically to help manage the scientific lifecycle of sensor data: real-time plotting, workflow scheduling for remote execution, and workflow run management.

**Real-time plotting.** The Kepler Engineering View provides the capability to plot live sensor data (Figure 4). The plotting view allows users to configure multiple plots and choose which sensors’ data to display in each plot. A single plot can be configured to show the data from multiple sensors, allowing visual comparison of live data in near real-time. Useful plot interactions such as zooming, auto-range, labeling of title and axes, adjusting point shapes and colors, clearing data, and exporting to static image files are supported.

**Scheduling and remote execution.** The same scheduling subsystem that handles periodic data archiving workflows from the engineering lifecycle can be used in the scientific lifecycle to periodically run analyses and models as needed by the scientist. When scheduling a workflow to execute remotely, the scientist can choose the time period for the executions and the interval at which the workflow should be re-run. For sensor data that is being continuously generated, this is extremely useful to periodically produce statistical summaries, generate or update summary plots for display on websites, and run forecast and hindcast models.

**Workflow run management.** By allowing scheduled workflows to be run on remote servers, it can be difficult to track how many times a workflow has run, and for each run whether it succeeded or failed with particular error conditions. The Kepler Workflow Run Manager provides an interface to browse through all of the workflow runs that were executed on a local or remote instance of Kepler. A complete provenance record of each workflow run is recorded, and the Workflow Run Manager provides a graphical view of these runs. Runs can be tagged in order to cluster related runs together, and they can be searched based on the provenance metadata (e.g., to find all runs for a temperature data archiving workflow that were run after June 21, 2011). From the Workflow Run Manager, one can also open the workflow as it was when executed, view any reports that were generated, and save a workflow run from a local instance of Kepler to a remote repository for backup or to share with colleagues.

### III. Evaluation

A sensor simulator was created to simulate different types of sensor network deployments and to aid implementing and testing Engineering View components. The simulator provides a virtual sensor network. Configuration parameters include the number of sensors, sampling rates, and sensor metadata such as make, model, location, etc.
executed this configuration for 1, 2, 5, 12 and 24-hour periods, generating one sample per second (1 Hz). The simulator configured with one hundred sensors, each processing different amounts of data. We first ran the sensor simulator configured with one hundred sensors, each generating one sample per second (1 Hz). The simulator executed this configuration for 1, 2, 5, 12 and 24-hour periods, storing generated data into a DataTurbine server. We then ran the archival workflow to retrieve the samples from DataTurbine, and to create and upload the datasets into Metacat. The DataTurbine server and archival workflow ran on an iMac with a dual-core 3.2 GHz Intel CPU and 4 GB of memory. Metacat ran on an iMac with a dual-core 2.8 GHz Intel CPU and 2 GB of memory.

Figure 5 shows the archival rates for the different amounts of sensor data collected. The archival rate increases almost linearly with the sensor data. While the rate slows down for the 24-hour interval, we believe this shows good scalability when running the Kepler Sensor Platform server-side components on desktop hardware for the typical scale of sensor networks that we expect at the single laboratory level.

The archival workflow was executed three times for each archiving interval, and each point in the graph was calculated by averaging the execution times. For all intervals except for the 24-hour period, less than 3% standard error was observed. In the latter case, we believe the larger variability is due to occasional retries by the Metacat client uploading the dataset. The client attempts to transfer the entire dataset at once, and for larger sizes, retrying is more costly. We are planning to update the client to address this issue.

IV. RELATED WORK

Although automated sensing is being widely used in environmental sciences, most of the existing technology focuses on data acquisition and analysis. However, as mentioned before, the sensor lifecycle also includes stages that relate to the engineering and health monitoring of a sensor network. There are commercial solutions targeting vendor-specific technologies and protocols, e.g., LabVIEW, LoggerNet and Simulink, which can be utilized for particular infrastructures. A drawback of commercial solutions is they are often too specific, hard to extend, or costly for small-scale scientific projects. In addition, there are open source initiatives like the Osiris and OOSTethys projects that are using the Sensor Web Enablement (SWE) specifications to build interoperable sensor webs. We will now discuss three commercial systems, followed by three open-source systems.

To the best of our knowledge, our Kepler workflow-based solution is the only freely available open-source system that is vendor-independent, customizable, and extensible, allowing users to connect to, monitor, and control field-deployed hardware in an environment that also supports sophisticated statistical and modeling operations.

Campbell Scientific’s LoggerNet [12] provides data access, monitoring and control for large datalogger networks. However, along with being a proprietary solution, LoggerNet does not allow complex analysis and models to be run on data values, and it does not allow automatic sensor network adaptation as a result of such analysis. In addition, LoggerNet does not document and archive data packages into a repository such as Metacat.

National Instruments LabVIEW [13] has a graphical user interface that integrates block diagrams with a dashboard interface. With its extensive hardware support that involves Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs), microprocessors and special purpose digital signal processors (DSPs), LabVIEW is a very versatile environment for custom data acquisition and analysis. However, LabVIEW is also proprietary software, and provides no archival capabilities.

Simulink [14] provides sensor platform support via the Simulink Coder (formerly Real-Time Workshop), targeting specific sensor hardware and architectures. Simulink Coder can generate embedded source code from Simulink diagrams and MATLAB scripts. Generated code can be used for real-time and other applications, including rapid development, simulation optimization, and testing with hardware in the loop. Although it provides some functionality needed for field-deployed hardware, the process for code generation and deployment can be cumbersome and requires specific target language compiler programs that are proprietary.

SensorKit [15] is an open-source platform for sensor network management and data archival. As with the Kepler Sensor Platform, SensorKit uses SPAN to interface with dataloggers for data acquisition and device management. Data is archived to a SensorBase Database, and while this includes a web-based interface to graph, share, and export data, it does not provide sophisticated analysis and modeling capabilities.

The Viptos toolkit [16], derived from Visual Ptolemy, is an open-source system that is similar to Simulink Coder. Viptos models TinyOS-based wireless sensor networks via a graphical development and simulation system. TinyOS is an event-driven runtime environment used to build wireless sensor networks. Viptos builds on Ptolemy to enable the creation of flow diagrams, which are then used to create TinyOS programs from TinyOS components written in nesC, a programming language derived from C. Because Viptos is TinyOS-based, it has limited flexibility in sensor hardware choices. Nor does it provide documentation and archival features for sensor data streams.
The OSIRIS project [17] has developed a demonstration system for management of in-situ sensing data using the Sensor Web Enablement (SWE) suite of specifications from the Open Geospatial Consortium. For example, they developed web-based applications that use the Sensor Observation Service (SOS) [18] to access observations data from field-deployed sensors, and the Sensor Planning Service (SPS) for controlling sensors and sensor network components [19]. Similarly, the OOSTethys project has deployed SWE-based systems for managing sensors in ocean observing systems [20]. These and similar projects demonstrate the flexibility of OGC standards for accessing and controlling sensors, but do not provide graphical network visualization, data access, and control features within an application that supports sophisticated analysis and modeling. The union of standardized sensor network access with analysis and modeling tools as provided by Kepler would significantly strengthen these approaches.

V. CONCLUSION

We have described an extension to the Kepler scientific workflow system that supports full-lifecycle management of sensor networks. This extension addresses the needs of a wide audience, from technicians interested in monitoring and adjusting a site to keep it functioning effectively; to scientists that want to conduct complex analyses on sensor data streams, or compose workflows that will intelligently adapt a site's configuration in real-time in response to events of interest. The Kepler Sensor Platform supports scheduling QA/QC workflows to be run periodically on remote servers, provides an easy to use plotting view for quick comparisons of live data streams, and provides functionality for documenting, archiving, and retrieving sensor data into and from long term archives. Our tests have shown this extension effectively handles sites with many sensors, each sampling at a high frequency. Our work is entirely open-source, and thus may be utilized and extended by anyone with an interest. Future work will focus on interoperability with the Sensor Web Enablement suite of standards from the OGC.
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